Something about the Author, Volume 20. Gale Research, 1980 - Biography & Autobiography - 281 pages. 1 Review. An easy-to-use source for librarians, students and other researchers, each volume in this series provides illustrated biographical profiles of approximately 75 children's authors and artists. This critically acclaimed series covers more than 12,000 individuals, ranging from established award winners to authors and illustrators who are just beginning their careers. A cumulative author index is included in each odd-numbered volume. While Gale strives to replicate print content, some content may not be available due to rights restrictions. Call your Sales Rep for details. From inside the book.

What people are saying - Write a review. LibraryThing Review. Something for Nothing is humorous story of the science fiction writer Robert Sheckley. It was first published in the journal Galaxy Science Fiction in 1954 and in the collection Citizen in Space in 1955. Waking up one morning, Joe Collins unexpectedly finds in his room a cube with the inscription "Class A Recycler". After some experimentation, he came to the conclusion that this was what he had always dreamed of - the executor of desires. And here Collins is accepted to satisfy his ever-increasing Overview: You're a young bestselling author easing your way into life after a long public disappearance, struggling from trauma you find yourself unable to... Here's my compressed version. Something To Write About: The Author [Ch.1] [STWAdev] - Original Size: 793 MB. Download PC (58MB): You must be registered to see the links.